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CONCEPT
TRACE Sport Stars is the first entertainment  TV channel exclusively dedicated to the lives of sport celebrities.

BASELINE
“We love champions”

OFFER AND PROMISE
Unique behind-the-scenes access to athletes, intimate and in-depth understanding of our beloved champions’ 
lives. Thanks to an entertaining lifestyle approach, fans get to know their favourite sport stars better than ever!

TARGET AUDIENCE
Core: 14 to 24 year-olds
Extended: Male and female 12 to 40+ year-olds. Sports fans as well as celebrity gossip lovers

POSITIONING
Focus on lifestyle programming, with magazines, documentaries, shows and interviews on the lives of sports 
celebs. No live or pre-recorded sporting events.
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WHY TRACE SPORT STARS?
Because such format does not exist and sports celebrities have interesting and exciting passions, 
commitments and secrets the fans want to know about. 

CONTENT / EDITORIAL PRIORITIES
Factual, Reality, Lifestyle, Magazine, Gossip & Tops. 600 HD hours available for broadcasting worldwide on all 
channels, platforms and technologies.

FORMAT & BROADCAST
24/7 – 16/9e format. Available in native HD and SD.

AVAILABLE FEEDS
2 localized feeds available in English or French audio.
Subtitles available in 5 languages. Other versions available on request

DEMO
https://vimeo.com/143114404
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TRACE Sport Stars is a unique entertainment proposition

★ No direct competitor in the tv market

★ All rights available for the entire world on all platforms

★ Not linked to expensive live sport rights acquisition

★ Clear and original positioning in one of the fastest growing entertainment segment

★ Creates an emotional connection with sports celebs that can be monetized with brands and subscribers

★ Unique editorial content and gossipy tone appeals to a wider audience than traditional sport channels

★ Benefits from a very strong business model with multiple revenue streams (affiliate sales, advertising, 

content syndication etc.)
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Get up-close and personal with the world’s most renowned sport stars! Champions choose the
location of their interviews: their natural environment or preferred location. It’s their ” me-time”
in front of the camera. This is where champions open up to their fans and show who they really
are (Lionel Messi, Neymar, Usain Bolt, Maria Sharapova…).

Where are they now? What are they doing? Do they have any regrets? After Game showcases the 
post-competition lives of athletes that made our hearts beat. Meet Luc Alphand, Carl Fogarty, 
Henry Olonga and many more.

One-off exclusives where TRACE Sport Stars has open access to VIP and high-profile sporting
events. Red carpets, behind the scenes, making-of, special events, ceremonies…and of course, 
the celebs!


